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NEW OFFICERS’ TRAINING, JUNE 2020 
Kathye Blackburn, Leadership Development Chairman 

 
 Virtual, what?  This was the response we gave at first about having the 
New Officers’ Training to be held on Conference Call this past summer.  But 
through the leadership of your State Officers, Personnel, and the Leadership 
Development Committee, a very good virtual training took place.  We started 
with a general session, then each officer/personnel had a time to present the 
information about their particular office.  Our virtual attendance was over 90 
members.  We had very favorable comments about the training. 
 Although, we would have rather met together, I think this worked out for 
everyone.  I do hope the next New Officers’ Training will be face to face.  I 
know everyone wants to be together again and I have faith that that will happen. 
 

STATE VIRTUAL MEETING 
 
 As we have stated in the past unusual times calls for an unusual meeting. 
So on September 12, 2020 for the first time in Louisiana DKG history we held 
our state meeting virtually. At 9:30pm sisters from all over our great state 
logged into ZOOM. Most of us had not even heard of ZOOM before the covid-
19 pandemic hit. With a click of a few buttons on their iPad, cellphone, 
desktop/laptop computer, tablet, or even their home phone many of us saw/heard 
each other for the first time since last FALL. All districts were represented and 
many members found ways to be together to watch/listen to our meeting. I saw 
many friends together on the back porch, living rooms, and yes even a school 
library. Although we missed the wonderful in person state meeting that Donna, 
Jennifer, and central district team had organized for us, I was glad to meet at 
least virtually to hear everything going on in Delta Kappa Gamma. Now if by 
chance you missed the meeting don’t worry Lori Myers recorded the event and 
will soon be posting the link so you may watch it at your leisure. Look for the 
information soon through our state updates.  
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HAPPY NEW YEAR 
Mitzi Quinn, Second Vice President 

 
 I don’t know about you, but I always think of August and September as the New Year. As a little girl, I 
loved new pencils and crayons; as a teenager, new clothes and football season was my passion, and as a teacher, 
the excitement of welcoming new students and beginning a new year was thrilling.  Today we start the New Year 
quite differently. Students will be distancing, and teachers are trying their best to make sure ALL of their students 
get the same education. We are battling a myriad of issues in education that we have never had to battle before. 
(That sound better than “before which we have never battled.”)  As members of Delta Kappa Gamma, we also 
face many changes. I will personally miss district meeting; I miss committee meetings, and yet I am also so proud 
of the way we attacked these issues to work out a plan for communicating. The Virtual Convention was great! Not 
the same, but still great. I have learned that we need one another. I can’t tell you how much your support has 
meant to me.  
 I have the Rose in Bloom, Rosebud, and Membership awards from the chapters that sent them. If you did 
not hear back from me, please contact me. Please continue to send me Form 6 Death of a Member as needed, and 
please contact me if you have any questions.   

FROM YOUR FIRST VICE PRESIDENT 
Gwen Traylor, First Vice President/EEC Chairman 

 
 

 Hello, Ladies.  I have some concerning news.  My computer crashed and I lost everything on it.  
Information could not be transferred to a new computer.  Thanks to the web site and Lori Myers, I have located 
some of the data and copied it to my current computer. Those of you who sent updated seed projects or favorite 
programs after the officer training session, please resend them.  I’m so sorry for the inconvenience. 
 
 I plan to have current yearbook information up on the website within a week or so.  Also any other forms 
under First Vice President will be ready. 
 
 Again, I am so sorry to inconvenience you. 
  Gwen 
 

“HARVESTING” A KEY CHAPTER AWARD 
Kathy Welch, State Recording Secretary 

 

 Congratulations again to the 39 Key Chapters for 2020:  19 Gold, 18 Silver and 2 Bronze Key Chapters!  
Your chapter participation was awesome, and you truly are “master gardeners!” 
 This year has created many challenges for all of us.  Who would have thought “forward moving ever” 
would mean a Louisiana DKG Virtual State Meeting via Zoom?  But, we DID it!  We have been pushed out of our 
comfort zones, and yet we are all working to find innovative solutions and creative ways to teach if we are still in 
the classroom.  For other members, we are trying new ways to meet, plan, and implement programs and projects.   
 The revised 2022-2021 Key Chapter Form is on the state website.  Use it as you guide as you go 
throughout the year.  Take a few minutes at your meetings to check off your points.  Set your chapter’s goal to be 
the best possible and to “harvest” as many points as you can.  If you have not done so yet, take a few minutes after 
reading this Deltion, and check off the points you have earned so far!  They add up quickly!  Happy Harvesting! 
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   What a first!  Our first virtual LSO DKG Meeting/Convention was held on September 12.   
   It was a wonderful experience and I was so proud of all that participated.  We are truly Key 

    Women Educators that can work wonders.  If you were not able to join us, there will be a  
    link for you to watch at your convenience. I would like to say thank you to all of you who 
    participated.  I would especially like to thank Dr. Lori Myers, Executive Secretary, for  
    helping coordinate the virtual meeting. 
 

    As I sit and reflect on all of what is going on, I remember when I as a child that we  
    sometimes closed school for a few days because of absences due to flu.  That was just a few 
    days.  Here we are in 2020 where schools closed in March and are just beginning to open  
    with various face-to-face schedules and virtual schedules.  Our educators have had to learn a 
    completely different way of educating.  We need to be mindful and supportive of all our  
    educators as they continue to do the job that they are called to do.  Many are discouraged.  It 
is my understanding that no one can go into the school building unless he/she is a paid employee.  Because of this, please 
support educators by a phone call, text message, card or email.  Everyone actively working needs your support, even if you 
are there just to listen. 
 

I am saddened by the fact that we are not meeting for our regular District Meetings.  We will plan to have meetings in 
the fall of 2021 with the chapters that were hosting in 2020.  The District Directors will determine the dates with the chapters 
that will be hosting.   
 

 I am also saddened and heartbroken for so many of our sisters that have had so much damage from hurricanes.  If you 
have damage, please send me a Florence Amy Emergency Form and then a form will be sent for the International Emergency 
Fund.  We have sent several forms to International, and I have been assured that they will try to honor them as they are sent.  
If you would like to help someone in need, you can make a donation to the Florence Amy Emergency Fund or to the 
International Emergency Fund. 
 

 I would like to thank the Leadership Committee, State Officers and Personnel who presented the New Officers 
Training through a virtual event in June.  Important information was given.  All officers and personnel are willing to help you 
in any way possible.   
 

 The State Committee Meetings scheduled for August had to be canceled. State committees and the Executive 
Committee are continuing to meet through Zoom.  We are continuing the work of the state organization through these 
meetings.  We are hoping to have a face-to-face meeting for State Committee Meetings in January.  
 

 Even though nothing is normal and so many of the wonderful planned events were cancelled, we continue to move 
forward while learning to use platforms such ConferenceCall.com and Zoom.  We are learning and growing.  State 
Committees and chapters are finding ways to meet and fellowship.  Please continue to find new ways to meet and encourage 
one another, to have programs that are useful at this time, to increase membership, and to market DKG as a growing and 
beneficial society for key women educators. 
 

 May we continue to sow seeds as we learn to use technology to keep generations working together! 
   
      Love you all, 
 

      Sandra Pruitt 
      President, 2019-2021 
      

Celebrating our pas! 

IN MEMORIAM 
 
 

Gloria LaRousse, Alpha Delta 
Shirley Legget, Alpha Mu 
Carolyn W. Ibert, Omicron 

Mary Lou Ingraffia, Omicron 
 

 

 

STATE OFFICERS 
 

President: Sandra Pruitt, Xi, SW 
First Vice President: Gwen Traylor, Omicron, SE 
Second Vice President: Mitzi Quinn, Alpha Alpha, NE 
Recording Secretary: Kathy Welch, Alpha Mu, SE 
Parliamentary Adviser: Susan Crooks, Alpha Pi, C 
Treasurer: Linda Ruth Jackson, Beta Gamma, SE 
Executive Secretary: Lori Myers, Theta, NE 
Deltion Editor: Wanda Lemoine, Beta Omicron, NW 
 



 

 

 
 
  

 INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE MEETS VIRTUALLY WITH LOUISIANA STATE ON SEPT 12TH  
 
Our International Representative, Phyllis Hickey has been our DKG Strategic Outreach Director since January, 2020 
before that she was the Business Director from 2007-2020.  She also is an ex-officio member of many International 
committees.  
 
Phyllis was initiated in 1986 into Theta Chapter in Connecticut and transferred to Alpha Chapter in Austin, Texas in 2009.  
She has held almost every office on the chapter level and many offices and committee chairs on the state level of DKG, 
receiving the Connecticut State Achievement Award in 2001. On the International level she has been a member of the 
Personal Growth and Services Committee, Nominations Committee, Primary NGO Representative to the United Nations, 
Administrator of the PROMAYA Child Friendly School Project in Chiapas, Mexico, Coordinator and Administrator of the 
Afghanistan Project, Graduate of the 2001 Gold Gift Leadership/Management Seminar, and Board of Directors for DKG 
Supporting Corporation. 
 
A native of Malden, Massachusetts, she received a B.A. in Behavioral Sciences and a certification in elementary education 
grades 1-8 from Annhurst College.  Phyllis holds a M.S. in Computer Education from Eastern Connecticut State 
University.  Phyllis is also a graduate of the Norwich Principals’ Leadership Academy. 
 
During her years of teaching, she spent most of it with 7th and 8th graders teaching them primarily math for 16 years.  If 
any of you have taught middle schoolers, you know how special those kids are. It takes a special person to enjoy that age 
group. Also, her professional experience led her to 12 years as principal of a prek-8 grade school. 
 
Phyllis goes back to the East Coast as often as she can to visit her family and an interesting fact about Phyllis is that she 
and her brother and sisters have been on Family Feud.  I am sorry we didn’t get to talk to her about that.  If you haven’t 
met Phyllis, I hope you will get the chance at our next International Convention in New Orleans in 2022. 
 
Phyllis, thank you for all you have done and are doing for DKG.  We are happy you were a part of our virtual state 
convention.  
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T H E  L O U I S I A N A  D E L T I O N  
The Louisiana Deltion is published three times a year: fall, winter, and spring/summer in Natchitoches, LA, by the Louisiana Chapter 
of DKG.  The Delta Kappa Gamma Society International Deadlines are August 1, December 1, and April 1, respectively…Please send 
correspondence to Wanda Lemoine, Deltion Editor, P.O. Box 34, Coushatta, LA 71019 Email: ladkgeditor@gmail.com 

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE: 
Monica Wertz, Upsilon  

 

ACT 337 HB 8 -Bourriaque – RETIREMENT/TEACHERS:  Provides relative to the rehire of retired teachers in the 
Teachers’ Retirement System of Louisiana.  Provides that any retiree who returns to active service with an employer 
covered by TRSL on or after July 1, 20220 shall choose one of the following options:  (1) Return to work with an 
allowable employment earnings cap of 25% of his final average compensation with a reduction in the retirement benefit 
if the cap is exceeded; (2) Suspend his benefit, return to work with no employment earnings cap, and begin to accrue a 
supplemental benefit for the duration of service after employment.  Provides for a conversion from option 1 to option 2 
once the allowable employment earnings cap of 25% has been met.    TRSL.org    or    Contact # 225-925-6446 or 877-
275-8775 

KEEP UP WITH EVERYTHING 
Visit the Louisiana State Website at   www.epsilonstatedkg.org   Visit the International Website www.dkg.org         

  The Deltion is now available online at our state website. 
 

 WRITE FOR THE BULLETIN

Research, write, and share ideas in The DKG Bulletin.  Members of the Editorial Board encourage submissions.  Go to the DKG 
website. Visit the Editorial Board under Committees, then Editorial Board and Resources.  Find the manuscript submission guidelines, 
grid, rubric and suggested themes.  
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SOUTHEAST DISTRICT  

ALPHA MU CHAPTER Walk for Literacy, Lane Walk Park is scheduled for October 10, 2020 at 9:00 am 

BETA RHO CHAPTER states that at all of their meetings they will accepting donations for the food bank. Canned or 
boxed meal items are always in need! 
 
ALPHA LAMBDA CHAPTER announces their member’s accomplishments:   

• Bridget Berry is a finalist for the Louisiana State Teacher of the Year  
• Stacy Gueho retired as Principal of Livonia High School  
• All Members have paid dues on time by June 30th  

 
Jan Hammons, Omicron Chapter is the new assistant principal at Amite High Magnet School.  

 

OMICRON CHAPTER inducted a new member. We welcome Rachelle Taylor to Delta Kappa Gamma.  
 
Congratulations to Lesa Paille, Rho Chapter, for her newly appointed position as Program Administrator of Project TEAM 
West 
Congratulations to Sheri Jones, Rho Chapter, named St. Tammany Principal of the Year and State of Louisiana Semi-
Finalist. 

RHO CHAPTER inducted several new members at their September ZOOM meeting Angela Montgomery, Erin Roy, 
Jillian Boudreaux, Dr. Ramona Chauvin, Michele Cassidy, Catherine Billingsley, Sheri Jones, and Kristy Benefield. 
Welcome ladies To Delta Kappa Gamma.  

 
 

OMICRON CHAPTER STARTS EARLY WITH LITERACY/NUMERACY PROJECT  
Linda Vaccaro, President Omicron Chapter 

 
 Since the Covid-19 pandemic Omicron has had to make some changes in their yearly projects.  Normally our 
members work with Hammond Kiwanis filling and passing out weekend backpacks with snacks and books.  We cannot enter 
the schools or give out backpacks at this time. 
 Talking with friends who work with the hearing impaired in our Tangipahoa Parish schools, we found that there was 
a need for clear face masks for the students, interpreters, and teacher.  The Project Committee (Personal Growth and 
Services) decided that for the Literacy/Numeracy Project we would begin the school year by purchasing the masks for the 
classes.  The teacher, and especially the interpreters, expressed much gratitude to Omicron Chapter for thinking about 
them.  The students use sign language but also depend on lip reading and expressions to communicate.   The clear masks 
make this learning process easier.  We have clear face shields available but they are not allowed in the schools.   Presently 
there are seven students at four different schools in the program.  Each student has an interpreter and the teacher travels to the 
different schools. 
 We hope to continue our backpack program later this school year but are now very pleased that we could help out 
this special program.   We are also prepared to present them with more masks as the year progresses. 
 

Cel e b ra t i ng  Our  Sis t e r s  in  th e  Spo t l igh t   

LOUISIANA STATE ORGANIZATION MEMBERS ASSIGNED TO INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEES FOR 2020-
2022 
 Roxanne Lagarde, Rho, Arts and Humanities 
 Donnis Poe, Beta Sigma, Expansion 
 Kathye Blackburn, Alpha Rho, Non-Dues Revenue 
 



 

 

  

SOUTH DISTRICT  

 
 

Gloria's Kids is our latest ALPHA DELTA Awards Project. To honor the memory of Gloria Larousse, this award is given to 
classroom teachers by request. Food, clothing, supplies, or other incentives are provided to students who might benefit from 
just a small hand up in time of need. Donations to the fund to date total $1810 and already one classroom teacher's $300 
award provided school uniforms to four students. Each student received two uniform sets, socks, and school supplies. Three 
of these four students would have been able to attend only virtual school without these uniforms. One parent was moved to 
tears when she learned that her child could attend school. It is not too late for your contribution to Gloria's Kids. Members 
Diane Evans and Rose Marie Bourque helped to establish this award. Esteem is the yeast of education.  

 

NORTHEAST DISTRICT  

 

ETA CHAPTER recognized Jan McGee as a “Lady of the ‘80s” as she has been an active ETA member since 1988. 
 
 

NORTHWEST DISTRICT  

 

New Alpha Rho president, Tonia Haynie is the Secondary Math Coordinator for Bossier Parish Schools. 
Kelle Ogilvie, Alpha Rho, was named Principal of Legacy Elementary 
Megan Hembree, Alpha Rho, was named Assistant Principal of Legacy Elementary 
Kim Howell, Alpha Rho, is the new Benton Middle School Tiger Librarian 
Shuntay Wilson, Alpha Rho has been named to the 2020 forty under 40 class of the Greater Shreveport Chamber 
Carrie Brock, Zeta Chapter, is now the 4th an d5th grade Instructional Coordinator at Donnie Bickman Middle School 

CENTRAL DISTRICT 
 

ALPHA UPSILON CHAPTER inducted two new members. Welcome Melissa McEntire and Cindy Reed to Delta Kappa 
Gamma.  
 
BETA XI CHAPTER honors member Charlotte Elmer at their last meeting. Many descriptive words come to mind when 
trying to describe Charlotte.  She is an expert, organizer and a lifesaver for me personally.  Not only has she guided Beta Xi 
through hosting district and state conventions; she also served Beta as their president for six bienniums before it 
disbanded.  Fortune smiled on us when she chose to transfer her membership to Beta Xi. Her accomplishments are many in 
DKG.  She has served as a District Director, attended the Bea Davis Leadership seminar, and has served on numerous state 
committees for many years.  She also is a historian as she helps to maintain disbanded DKG records and other DKG historical 
documents out at LSU-A.  Also, traveling to International and Regional DKG meetings is one of her favorite things.  She 
hasn’t missed many! Charlotte taught school for 33 years before retiring to pursue other activities she has always 
enjoyed.  She is an active member of Eastern Star where she has served in many leadership roles and she loves bridge, where 
she achieved the Life Master Level.  Did you know she was a square dancer?  Maybe she can teach us! Presently she is a 
member of Calvary Baptist Church in Alexandria, where she is a member of the choir, has served as a Sunday School teacher 
at all levels as well as serving in many leadership roles. In Beta Xi’s eyes, Charlotte is an exceptionally talented member and 
we are proud to recognize her.   

SOUTHWEST DISTRICT 

 

CHI CHAPTER proudly announces the promotions of its members:  

 

 Courtney Andrews – Assistant Principal Patterson Junior High 

 Noelle Lowrimore – Assistant Principal Berwick High School 

 Ronica LaPoint - Assistant Principal Hattie Watts Elementary 

 Gidget Everitt – Instructional Specialist St. Mary Parish Central Office  
 Prissy Davis - Coordinator St. Stephen Early Learning Center 
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WORDS OF WISDOM from your STATE PARLIAMENTARY ADVISOR 
Susan Crooks 

 
We’re all aware that the year 2020 has been inconvenient, disturbing, and life-changing.  But the leadership in 
our organization has done an amazing job with adapting and preparing. 
  
One thing we have learned is that our Bylaws do not address emergencies such as this.  For example, we cannot 
vote on the amendment proposals in a virtual setting such as this. We must wait for a face-to-face state 
convention.  But we can only vote for changes to the Bylaws in even-numbered years.  So, at our state 
convention in March of 2021, we will offer a motion to temporarily suspend the rules to allow for voting in an 
odd-numbered year.  If that passes, we will be able to complete the business intended this year and vote on new 
proposals as well.  
 
Therefore, proposals for amendments to the Standing Rules AND Bylaws will be accepted until November 15 
this year.  You can find the forms online at the state website. 
  
The Rules committee will be working on amendment proposals to include options in case anything like this 
happens again. 
  
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
  
Stay safe, and we’ll see you in March! 
 

STATE VIRTUAL MEETING  
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BEA DAVIS LEADERSHIP SEMINAR Coming Soon to a Location near You! 
Kathye Blackburn, Leadership Development Committee Chairman 

 
Your State Leadership Development Committee has begun to plan the Bea Davis Leadership Seminar to be held 
June 4-6, 2021 in Woodworth, LA.  We are busily working on the seminar where 14 participants will have the 
opportunity to learn more about themselves and what it takes to be a leader.  The Bea Davis Brochure is on our 
state website which explains what the seminar is all about.  If you have been a participant of the seminar in the 
past, you have first-hand information to share with your members so encourage them to go the state website 
(epsilonstatedkg.org), click forms, then leadership development, and they will find the brochure and the 
application. We would love to have them join us in June. Everyone is guaranteed a good time! 
 
I am asking District Directors, State Officers, State Personnel, and chapter Presidents to be looking for 
prospective participants.  If you will send me a list of the members who you think would benefit from this 
seminar, I will send them a personal letter inviting them to apply.  I know this is a difficult time for people to 
decide on what they will be doing next June, but the deadline isn’t until January 15 so we have time. Maybe this 
pandemic will soon be behind us. Please send me that list by November 1 or sooner if possible.  I am counting 
on all of you to help.    
 
But wait, don’t just wait on someone to send you an invite.  Go and ahead and read and send in your application 
yourself.  I look forward to working with all of you so don’t disappoint me by not applying. 
 
So, jump off those couches you have been on for the past months and be a part of the Bea Davis Class of 2021. 
 
 

FRIEND OF EDUCATION RECOGNITION is MR. JOHN ALARIO  

 
 

 Mr. Alario is a graduate of Southeastern La. University. He was a teacher with 
the Jefferson Parish Public School System. He is an accountant and tax 
consultant. He has been recognized as 4th in the nation to hold top leadership 
posts in both the House and the Senate.  
He has served on many boards – La. Epilepsy Association, LA Kidney 
Foundation, Juvenile Facilities of Jefferson Parish, West Jefferson Metroplex 
Civic Center. He served as chairman of the LA Exposition Authority - 1984 
World's Fair in New Orleans, and an active member of the National Society of 
Public Accountants, Knights of Columbus and Westwego Volunteer Fire Dept.  
He has received many, many awards – Hale Boggs Outstanding Service Ward, 
Collegiate Scholars Award, ARC Assoc. for Retarded Citizens, LFT, 
Legislative Champion, Extra Mile for Persons with Disabilities Leaders, Right 
To Life Federation, Golden Ambassador Distinguished Alumnus, La. Family 
Forum, Jaycees, Zurich Classic chairman, etc.  

As a fellow educator, Senator Alario has actively supported and been involved in numerous activities and 
initiatives on all levels of our Society for the past 55 years. Throughout the years, he has rolled out the red 
carpet when Epsilon members went to the State Capital for Legislative Days. He was an instrumental supporter 
when Epsilon State hosted Louisiana night at the Southeast Regional Conference in 2007.  
During his service of 55 years in the House and Senate he has drafted, sponsored, and provided appropriations 
for so many bills that became law in order that LA citizens would have a better quality of life. As President of 
the Senate, he is an ex-officio member of the 1785 committees of which directly affect children and education.  
Senator Alario leads by example ... he is OUR FRIEND OF EDUCATION AWARD recipient. We will 
recognize him in person once we return to the "new normal”.  
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MEMBERSHIP RECOGNITIONS 
**50-Year Members** 

(Based on International Initiation Date between January 1 and December 31, 1969)  
 

Northeast 
Pat Bray, Eta     
Jimmye Campbell, Beta Chi  
 
 
Southeast 
Carol Peltier, Gamma Eta   
Joyce Meredith, Tau    
Delia Phillips, Tau  
 

 
Central 
Lula Mangel, Beta Xi  
 
South 
Carrell Epling, Beta Mu   
Ruth Catlett, Beta Lambda   
Rosemary Korndorffer, Beta Lambda  
Roberta Morgan, Beta Lambda  
Judy Perrett, Beta Lambda  

 
Southwest 
Reva Chesson, Alpha Gamma  
Mildred Estis, Alpha Omega   
Lois Leblanc, Alpha Omega  
Johnnie Sue Moore, Alpha Chi  
Barbara Sockrider, Alpha Kappa  
Carole Stelly, Xi   
Gloria Wiggins, Alpha Omega 

 
**55+ Year Members** 

Please recognize these members at chapter meeting or at their residence to acknowledge their membership. (Based on 
International initiation dates)  

 
Central  
Sarah Nell Brady, Alpha Beta, (1957)  
Frances Hayes, Psi (1964)  
Magda McCormick, Psi (1959) Lady 
Patton, Psi (1963)  
Theda F. Slaughter, Alpha Pi (1962) 
Voncille Tarpley, Alpha Upsilon 
(1959)  
Olive Ann Willis, Alpha Beta (1964)  
 
Northeast  
Caliope Poulos, Omega (1961)  
 

Northwest  
Virginia Bartlett, Nu (1962)  
Carolyn Burton, Nu (1962)  
Janis Daniel, Beta Alpha (1962)  
Lilyan Hanchey, Alpha Sigma (1959)  
Jo Joffrion, Zeta (1964)  
Valery V. Laing, Alpha Rho (1963) 
L.H. Loftin, Beta Omicron (1959)  
Jerry Malone, Alpha Sigma (1963) 
E.C. Powell, Mu (1961)  
Elouise Sanders, Nu (1954)  
 
 

South  
Nell Ray, Iota (1960)  

Southeast  
Dr. Dorothy Akins, Rho (1960) 
Mary Burris, Beta Rho (1959)  
Janelle Carrier, Beta Gamma (1962) 
Joyce Chambers, Omicron (1964) 
Eugenia LeSaicherre, Omicron (1962)  
Elaine Parker, Beta Gamma (1958)  
Southwest  
Barbara Belew, Alpha Gamma (1960)  
Mary Hidalgo, Alpha Chi (1962) Druis 
Miller, Alpha Chi (1962) 

 
**25-Year Members** 

(Based on International Initiation Date between January 1 and December 31, 1994)  
 
Central  
Janis Braud, Alpha Upsilon  
Jerry Dawson, Beta Kappa  
Northwest  
Tedine Soule, Mu  
Carolyn Wiggins, Nu  
Dr. Barzana White, Zeta  
Northeast  
Harriette Haley Black, Beta Iota 
Jacquelyn Kowitz, Beta Iota  
Mary Jo Williams, Beta Chi  

Southeast  
Gayle Clair Bencaz, Beta Tau 
Shirley Driver, Beta Gamma 
Jackie Lacy, Alpha Mu  
Patsy Langlois, Alpha Lambda 
Cindy Melancon, Beta Rho  
Wanda Ponder, Omicron   
Rebecca Priest, Rho  
Kathy Welch, Alpha Mu  
Anita Wood, Beta Rho  
 

Southwest  
Linda Corbello, Alpha Chi  
 
South  
Kathleen Coleman, Beta Lambda 
Susan L. Combs, Alpha Delta 
Cecilia Dartez, Beta Mu  
Susan Johanson, Beta Mu  
Barbara Richard, Beta Mu  
Cindy L. Ruel, Alpha Delta   
Regina Villavaso, Beta Mu 
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STATE SCHOLARSHIPS 
Purpose V: To endow scholarships to aid outstanding women educators in pursuing graduate study and to 

grant fellowships to non-member women educators  
 

Lessie Moore Scholarship --- Donna Adams, Beta Sigma, Central Master of Arts in Curriculum & 
Instruction Northwestern State University $2,000.00  
 
Eleanor Blatterman Scholarship Praxis Reimbursement  

Marcy Bonnette, Alpha Pi, Central School Leaders Licensure Assessment $425.00 
Mary A. Hagan, Beta Sigma, Central School Leaders Licensure Assessment $425.00 
Erica Luty, Alpha Pi, Central School Leaders Licensure Assessment $425.00 
Dr. Tia M. Neal, Beta Chi, Northeast School Leaders Licensure Assessment $425.00 

 
SPECIAL STIPENDS AND GRANTS 

Purpose III: To advance the professional interest and position of women in education  

 
 

Literacy/Numeracy Grants  
Literacy/Numeracy Donations totaled $727.00 allowing for 3 grants 

 

Donna Adams, Beta Sigma, C “Boosting” Student Involvement $210.00  
Roxanne Lagarde, Rho, SE R.E.A.D.ing with a PUP $250.00  
Carolyn Mills, Alpha Alpha, NE The FACS of LIFE: Financial Literacy $200.00  
 

The Vivian F. Bourgeois Special Stipend  
 

Margret Atkinson, Gamma Eta, SE International Society for Technology in Education Philadelphia, PA $485.00 
Darla Dubois Foley, Rho, SE Google Certified Educator Level 1 Bootcamp, Colfax, LA $390.00  
Jennifer Hebert, Alpha Zeta, SW Association for Career & Technical Education Anaheim, CA $490.00  
Wanda Lemoine, Beta Omicron, NW 2020 Jumpstart Convention, Baton Rouge, LA $140.00  
Veronica Murzi, Rho, SE Google Certified Educator Level 1 Bootcamp, Colfax, LA $460.00  
 

The Wanda Gunn Live and Learn Stipend  
 

Margret Atkinson, Gamma Eta, SE International Society for Technology in Education Philadelphia, PA June 23 –26, 
2019 $200.00 
Jennifer Hebert, Alpha Zeta, SW National Restaurant Association Education Foundation Columbus, MS - July 14-19, 
2019 $200.00 
 

Jubilee Rose Stipend 
 

Suzette Perrin, Alpha Delta (S) Louisiana Speech and Hearing Association Convention $200  
Mitzi Quinn, Alpha Alpha (NE) Mississippi Literacy Association Conference $200 
 
 

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS 
Purpose II: To honor women who have given or who evidence a potential for distinctive service in any field 

of education  

 

National Board Certified Teachers 
 

 
Michelle Casrill, Alpha Pi, Central       Sonya Arender, Omega, Northeast  
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Educators of the Year 
 

Central 
Michelle Casrill, Alpha Pi Cherokee Elementary Teacher of the Year  
 

Northeast 
Laura Dowden, Omega Crowville School Teacher of the Year  
Carolyn Mills, Alpha Alpha LaCUE Middle School Teacher of the Year, Region 8  
Leslie Ray, Theta Choudrant Elementary Teacher of the Year  
 

Northwest 
Misti Tanner, Alpha Sigma Fairfield Elementary Magnet Teacher of the Year  
Scarlett B. Walker, Mu Finalist for Louisiana Middle School Teacher of the Year, Regional Middle School Teacher of the 
Year, Desoto Parish Middle School Teacher of the Year, and Logansport Middle School Teacher of the Year  
 

Southeast 
Bridget Parker Berry, Alpha Lambda Stem Magnet Elementary Teacher of the Year and Pointe Coupee Parish Teacher of 
the Year  
Jamie Fonseca, Rho PTA Educator of Distinction, Marigny Elementary Assistant Principal, St. Tammany Parish  
Bonnie Richardson, Alpha Xi 2019 Award from the National Dance Society’s P-12 for Master Dance Educator in 
Physical Education  
Cindra Schneider, Alpha Xi Nursing Instructor of the Year Nursing School of the Franciscan University of Our Lady 
 
  

2020 NEWSLETTER AWARDS 
   
Central  
Psi  
Alpha Beta  
Alpha Pi  
Alpha Upsilon  
Beta Xi  
Beta Sigma  
 
 

Northeast  
Eta  
Theta  
Alpha Alpha  
Beta Chi  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

South  
Iota  
Upsilon  
Alpha Delta  
Beta Lambda  
 
 

Southwest  
Xi  
Chi  
Alpha Kappa  
Alpha Chi  
Alpha Omega  
Beta Zeta  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Northwest  
Zeta  
Mu  
Nu  
Alpha Rho  
Alpha Sigma  
Beta Alpha  
Beta Epsilon  
Beta Omicron  
 
Southeast  
Omicron  
Rho  
Alpha Lambda  
Alpha Mu  
Alpha Xi  
Beta Gamma  
Beta Rho  
Beta Tau  
Gamma Gamma  
Gamma Eta  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REMEMBER! 
 Postal or EMAIL your Chapter Yearbooks due to State 1st VP by November 15 Electronic version preferred.   
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2019 - 20 KEY CHAPTERS AWARDS 
 

GOLD 
 

Central District  
Psi  
Alpha Pi  
Beta Xi  
Beta Sigma  
 
 
 

South District  
Upsilon  
Alpha Delta  
 
 
 
 

Northeast District   
Eta  
Theta  
Alpha Alpha  
Beta Chi  
 

Southwest District   
Chi  
 
 
 

Northwest District   
Mu  
Alpha Rho   
Alpha Sigma   
Beta Omicron  
 

Southeast District   
Omicron  
Rho  
Alpha Xi  
Beta Gamma  

 
    SILVER 
Central District  
 Alpha Beta  
 Alpha Upsilon  
 

Northeast District  
 Omega  
 

Northwest District  
 Zeta  
 Beta Alpha  
 Beta Epsilon  
 

South District  
 Iota  
 Beta Mu  
 

Southeast District    
Alpha Lambda   
Alpha Mu  
 Beta Rho  
 Gamma Gamma   
Gamma Eta  
Southwest District   
Alpha Chi  
 Alpha Gamma   
Alpha Kappa   
Alpha Omega   
Beta Zeta 

 
 
    BRONZE 
 

    Southeast District  
     Tau  
    Southwest District  
     Xi  
 
 

FLEUR DE LIS SEMI-FINALISTS (Award Recipient Noted by BOLD) 

 

Eta (NE)* “Out of the Ashes”  
Upsilon (S) “Walk with Me” … Phase II: “Continue Walking with Me”  
Alpha Kappa (SW) “Top Girl Graduates: Celebrating 25 Years of Academic Excellence”  
Alpha Lambda (SE) “Boy Scouts: Blades and Battles”  
Alpha Rho (NW) “Geaux 4 Kids – Geaux Bags”  
Beta Omicron (NW) “Undies for Babes”   
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WINNER of the FLEUR DE LIS SERVICE AWARD—ETA Chapter  

 

OUT OF THE ASHES:  Boley Elementary Library 
By Jan McGee, ETA Chapter 

 
       In the spring of 2019, a lightning strike at Boley 
Elementary School caused a massive fire that burned the 
school to the ground.  The school was a total loss. Eta Chapter 
reached out to school librarian, Stephanie Judd, to see how we 
could help. The only books she had were the ones that were 
checked out to the students at the time of the fire and she had 
been told that the Carmel Hill Education Foundation had 
offered to replace the books they had purchased during the 
2018-19 school year.   

 Stephanie was amazed when boxes of books began 
arriving from other schools in the district to her tiny library 
space in a converted nursing home.  School libraries in our 
parish donated over a thousand books from their own 
collections. She had also received several boxes of brand new 
books from Follett Books, the district vendor.  All of these 
books would require full processing. But, by far, the biggest 
shock was when Books-A-Million called and told her they had 
been running a book drive for Boley for the past five months.  
They had quietly amassed 35 large plastic storage tubs of new 
books purchased and donated by their customers when they 
shopped in the store.  When the books arrived, the tubs had to 
be stacked in the main entrance of the school because there 
wasn’t enough room to stack them in the library.  It was an 

overwhelming gift, but all of these books had to be processed to ready them for students to enjoy.   
As a recently retired school librarian, I was aware of the monumental task ahead and contacted Eta 

Chapter President, Lisa Taylor for help. She sent out emails and messages to everyone in Eta Chapter and Boley 
Library became our service project.  After contacting Eta members, retired librarians, and teachers who would 
see this as a challenge to be met, we received help from approximately 40 people:  19 DKG chapter members, 
11 members of the community--including husbands, 5 retired librarians, several retired teachers, a neighbor, and 
approximately 10 working school librarians who came many evenings. 

Our first goal was to provide some funding for startup library supplies. Several chapter members gave 
cash directly to Stephanie, or ordered supplies such as barcode labels, spine labels, label protectors, etc., and 
donated them directly to her.  Because of limited space in the library, Stephanie made the decision to continue 
to provide library lessons and story time to students by going from classroom to classroom.  It also allowed us 
to use all of the space in the library for processing stations. Stephanie expressed the need for stackable plastic 
tubs in which to organize materials by classroom to facilitate mobility.  Many DKG members who were unable 
to volunteer during work hours donated money toward the purchase of these classroom tubs.   The Carmel Hill 
Foundation purchased a book cart, Mylar book jackets, and two laser printers needed to create labels for each 
book.  

Another need was additional shelving and storage for the library.  One of our Eta Chapter members who 
was in the process of a home renovation, donated two six-foot shelving units for books and two six-foot shelf 
sets for the library storage closet. 

The third goal was to provide assistance in processing the thousands of books that had been donated.   In 
addition to our retired chapter members we also reached out to other retired educators, a church group, friends, 
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neighbors, and spouses. We scheduled work sessions throughout the day in the library, and in the evenings so 
that working DKG members and current school librarians could also volunteer.  

The fourth goal was to continue to provide support by providing needed materials for library 
programming, by providing additional personnel for her school book fairs, and of course, to provide more 
hands-on book processing.  Boley library recently received a $20,000 grant from Dollar General to purchase 
additional library books this school year.  When volunteers are allowed back in the schools, we plan to continue 
ongoing assistance.    

The best part of this project was what Eta Chapter received as a result of their endeavors. The day the 
last book was shelved, we cleared away our workstations and spent the rest of the day just cleaning up. 
Stephanie had time to put those “special touches” to make the library welcoming for her students.  The library 
may have been small, but it was beautiful and full of books.  All of the chapter members who contributed either 
financially or with their time felt like we had been able to make a true difference at Boley Elementary School.  
One member said, “I cannot control what happens in the Middle East, our presidential elections, or find a 
solution to poverty.  But this is something I can do to make a difference.”  I believe we all felt that way.  Those 
who came to work also exclaimed, “I never knew how much was involved in getting a book on the shelf.  It 
takes 24 steps per book!”  There was an outpouring of love from the entire membership. Nearly everyone 
stepped out of their comfort zone to learn something new.   We could all see ourselves in the situation of the 
Boley faculty and staff. I believe that we retirees reached down and remembered our grit and determination at 
seeing a job through. We were needed.  We were necessary.  There was definitely a feeling of accomplishment 
amon g us all when we finished.  Some of us just loved breathing in the oxygen of the school library.   
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MISSON STATEMENT 
The Delta Kappa Gamma International promotes professional and personal growth of women educators and excellence in education. 

2021 Louisiana State Convention March 12-14, 2021 Lafayette, LA 
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THE JULY/AUGUST GET CONNECTED! can be found at  
 https://www.dkg.org/DKGMember/Publications/Newsletters/DKGMember/Publications/Get_Connected_Newslett
ers.aspx?hkey=c9df8089-442e-4c11-86bc-ca843c12dae7.   
 
Please subscribe to the DKGSI blog (if you have not already) for future updates (http://dkgsi.blogspot.com/).  
 
The SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2020 GET CONNECTED!  is posted on the DKG website under the Publications 
> Newsletters tab 

Delta Kappa Gamma Society International Web Address – www.dkg.org 
 

(User Name is your (six digit member ID#) and the password ‘dkg2014society’ is needed to enter some parts on the 
international website.) Please remember ladies reset your password after logging on.  

The DKG NEWS SEPT/OCT 2020 edition is available now at DKG International website. 
 

Here is the flipbook version link: http://news.dkg.org/2020/77-5/index.html . 
 

DKGSI BLOG 
Helping Teachers During the COVID-19 Pandemic 
Posted: 15 Sep 2020 01:50 PM PDT 
 
   The COVID-19 pandemic has affected people of all walks of life.  With many systems returning to school already or in the 
near future, teachers are facing a great deal of uncertainty.  There are concerns for the safety of their students and 
themselves.  There is new technology to learn in order to best connect with their students virtually.  Added to these challenges 
is the need to prepare students for the ever-present state tests.  Classroom teachers, regardless of their years of experience, need 
the support of Delta Kappa Gamma members more than ever.  Unfortunately, members cannot enter the schools to assist in the 
classroom but there are ways that DKG members can show teachers their love and support. 

 Write encouraging notes.  Personal hand-written notes from others let teachers know that they aren’t in this alone. 
 Share inspirational quotes from well-known leaders. 
 Consider asking the chapter’s “resident poet” to write a short poem to thank the teachers for their service. 
 To up the ante, gift small school items with a note attached.  Highlighters, pens/pencils, glue sticks, etc. are inexpensive 

items that can bring a smile to a teacher’s face. 
 Food is always a good choice!  Perhaps a piece of candy or a couple of other treats could be attached to a note.  (Be 

sure to check with the school administration before preparing the treats.) 
 Post signs of thanks and encouragement along the school driveway so teachers can see those on their way to 

school.  Such action would help jumpstart a teacher’s day! 
 If it’s a small community, perhaps the chapter could put an ad in the local paper to thank teachers for their dedication. 

Here’s the bottom line: Teachers need to know that they are appreciated and loved.  Any action which a chapter takes to achieve 
that goal would be well received. 
 


